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Abstract
In the era of social networking and e-commerce sites, users provide their feedback and comments in the form of reviews for

any product, topic, or organization. Due to high influence of reviews on users, spammers use fake reviews to promote their

product/organization and to demote the competitors. It is estimated that approximately 14% of reviews on any platform are

fake reviews. Several researchers have proposed various approaches to detect fake reviews. The limitation of existing

approaches is that complete review text is analysed which increases computation time and degrades accuracy. In our

proposed approach, aspects are extracted from reviews and only these aspects and respective sentiments are employed for

fake reviews detection. Extracted aspects are fed into CNN for aspect replication learning. The replicated aspects are fed

into LSTM for fake reviews detection. As per our knowledge, aspects extraction and replication are not applied for fake

reviews detection which is our significant contribution due to optimization it offers. Ott and Yelp Filter datasets are used to

compare performance with recent approaches. Experiment analysis proves that our proposed approach outperforms recent

approaches. Our approach is also compared with traditional machine learning techniques to prove that deep neural

networks perform complex computation better than traditional techniques.
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1 Introduction

In e-commerce and social networking sites, users write

reviews about any product or topic [1]. Genuine users write

reviews with clear intention so that they can share their

good or bad experience about the product which can be

helpful for other users. Competitors and users with bad

intentions have misused this feature. These users write

spam or fake reviews to demote competitor’s products or

promote their own products. The motivation for writing

fake reviews is also due to fact that reviews influence

purchase decisions [2, 3], reputation of the product [4, 5]

and profit [6]. It is not certain how many spam opinions

exist on e-commerce sites, but [7] have mentioned that

approximately 8–15% are spam opinions. It is also stated in

several research works that competitors hire spammers to

write fake reviews. These fake reviews are highly complex

to be understood by machines. Furthermore, fake reviews

are not detected by recent algorithms efficiently as spam-

mers invent new techniques to overcome these algorithms

[8]. There are so many instances where online platforms

have to optimize their filtering algorithm to remove fake

reviews. These optimized algorithms analyse reviews

structure so that further no spammers can post fake reviews

on their platforms. Several research works have been car-

ried out to detect spam reviews but the accuracy is not

adequate. There is a need for an improved approach that
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can detect opinions with better accuracy. In this research

work, reviews aspects and polarity are observed and

accuracy is improved using CNN and LSTM hybrid model.

Fake review-based research works have focused on

reviewer’s behaviours and review text analysis [9].

Researchers have analysed reviewers’ behaviours such as

number of reviews, extreme ratings, timing of reviews,

review length, and emotional strength in review. Spammers

can overcome these detection techniques so the efficiency

of behaviour-based techniques is not adequate. In review

text-based approaches, sentiments and replication of text

are used for fake reviews detection. It is stated by

researchers that original reviews have contextual content

and fake reviews have strong emotional content [10, 11]. In

our proposed approach, the most essential part of sentence,

i.e. aspects and sentiments, is used for fake reviews

detection.

Aspect is the concept based on which the opinion is

given for any product or topic [12–14]. Explicit and

implicit aspects are specifically used in opinions. Explicit

aspects are clearly reflected in opinions such as ‘food in the

restaurant’, ‘screen of phone’, and ‘battery of laptop’.

Implicit aspects are extracted from concepts such as laptop

is affordable, i.e. price aspect is extracted which is implicit

and hidden in opinion. Several techniques such as fre-

quency-based, NLP-based, pointwise mutual information

(PMI), word alignment, graph-based, and rule-based are

proposed by researchers to extract aspects [15]. Common-

sense knowledge with rule-based approaches and depen-

dency tree are also used to extract aspects [16]. Noun/noun

phrases are considered as aspects and adjectives/adverbs as

opinions [17]. In [18], the authors proposed that all noun

phrases are not potential aspects, if PMI is less, then these

noun phrases are not considered as aspects. Aspects are

employed for sentiment analysis in several research works

[19] [20]. In addition, aspects are used in review summa-

rization and opinions extraction by several researchers.

However, to the best of our knowledge, aspects are not

used for fake reviews detection which is our significant

contribution for researchers and web-based organizations

to detect spam opinions.

Aspect-level is fine-grained extraction of opinions about

features [15]. SentiWordNet [21], SenticNet [22], and

WordNet-Affect are used for extracting sentiments in

aspect-level analysis. In this research work, SentiWordNet

is used for calculating polarity of aspects. SentiWordNet

provides synset in WordNet which depends on the context

of lexicons. It is proved already by several researchers that

spammers replicate existing reviews and replace some

words with synonyms and change the polarity of sentence

[10, 11]. In our proposed approach, aspect replication is

used based on the assumption that spammers use aspects of

reviews and change the polarity of aspect opinions.

Existing approaches have focused on complete review

replication and modification in the review text, polarity,

and semantics which increases computational time and

degrades accuracy. The advantage of our proposed

approach is that it mainly focuses only on the essential

components of reviews, i.e. aspects and sentiments. The

example of genuine and fake reviews is as follows.

1.1 Genuine review

‘‘Lovely clean and bright room. Superb views, very quiet,

comfy bed etc. Excellent service all round and nice staff.

For the money and quality it stacked up very well indeed.

Great location too.’’

1.2 Fake review

‘‘Untidy and dark room. Bad views, very noisy, discom-

forting bed etc. Bad service all round and unfriendly staff.

For the money and quality it stacked up very bad.

Unpleasant location too.’’

It is clear from the above review sample that spammers

change the polarity of aspects such as room, bed, staff, and

location. The sentiment of room is concluded from tags

such as lovely, clean, and bright. The polarity of room is

changed by using words such as untidy and dark in fake

review. This sample is filtered from many lines reviews to

better demonstrate our approach. It is evident from above

example that there is no need to focus on complete text

reviews of many lines and words which just increase

computational time.

Spammers have little knowledge about the product, so

some words are manipulated in deceptive reviews [23]. In

[7], the authors have observed that fake reviews can be

analysed using part of speech (POS) tagging. In our

approach, POS tagging is used for assigning noun/noun

phrases as aspects and adjectives/adverbs/verbs as senti-

ments. Deep learning techniques outperform traditional

classifiers for analysing spam opinions [24]. The reason is

that traditional classifiers reach the threshold level and

cannot provide accuracy beyond a threshold. In our pro-

posed approach, CNN and LSTM hybrid model is used for

aspect replication and sentiment learning. Extracted

aspects and respective polarity are fed into CNN model to

find aspect replication and filtered aspect replication is fed

into LSTM for training and evaluating performance.

The main contributions of this research work are as

follows:

1. Efficient POS tagging-based aspect extraction tech-

niques are applied to find aspect and polarity from

reviews.
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2. Aspect replication in spam reviews is computed instead

of complete text replication which makes our approach

better as compared to existing approaches.

3. Extracted aspects and sentiments are fed into deep

learning model (CNN and LSTM) to analyse fake

reviews.

4. Experiments are conducted extensively on Ott [25] and

Yelp filter [26] datasets to analyse accuracy. Experi-

ment analysis proves that our proposed approach

provides better precision and accuracy as compared

to existing approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

related work of aspect extraction and spam opinions tech-

niques are surveyed. In Sect. 3, background and prelimi-

naries are outlined to cover spam opinion detection, aspect

extraction techniques, and CNN, LSTM architecture. The

proposed approach is elaborated in Sect. 4. Experiment

setup and analysis are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6

concludes the paper with future directions.

2 Related work

Existing research works have focused on review text or

reviewer behaviour to detect fake reviews. Sentiments and

replication of review text are observed as the most common

method used by spammers to write fake reviews. In this

section, recent state-of-the-art approaches are surveyed to

analyse the merits and demerits of existing research works

which motivate us to propose an efficient approach to

detect fake reviews with less computational time and

improved accuracy.

2.1 Fake reviews analysis using review text

In [27], neural networks are explored to detect deceptive

opinions using document-level representations. In this

work, the authors have mentioned that previous works have

focused on only discrete features based on linguistic views.

In this research work, discourse and document-level

semantics are considered. CNN model is deployed to learn

representation from sentences and it is fed to recurrent

neural network to analyse the discourse semantics.

Experiments are conducted on three datasets and it is

proved that accuracy and F1 are improved by using pro-

posed approach. In [28], authors have stated that traditional

classifiers do not provide adequate accuracy for deceptive

opinions. Paragraph Vector Distributed Bag of Words (PV-

BOW) and Denoising AutoEncoder (DAE)-based approach

is proposed to improve accuracy. Dataset is pre-processed

using tokenization and lemmatization. ReLU is used as an

activation function for hidden layers and Sigmoid function

is used as an activation function for output layers. Gold

standard dataset is used for experiment analysis. Accuracy,

F1-measure, Precision, and Recall are used for the evalu-

ation of the proposed approach. In [29], a reputation score

is assigned to reviewers to check whether reviewers are

spam or genuine. The advantage of this approach is that

there is no need to label large instances. Further k-centre

clustering is applied based on time interval. It is stated that

spammers post reviews with strong emotional tendencies.

Reputation value is calculated by combining content fea-

tures and reviewer behaviours. Music product review from

Amazon is used as dataset for experiment analysis. Preci-

sion, Recall, and F-measure are used in this research. The

performance of proposed approach is better as compared to

existing approaches. In this paper, Amazon product review

dataset is used and complete review text is used for

experiment analysis. In [13], deep convolution neural net-

work is employed to extract aspects. Authors have used

seven-layer neural network to improve precision for aspect

extraction. It is stated that there are limitations in condi-

tional random fields and linguistic patterns which need to

be improved. Google, Amazon embedding, and SemEval

datasets are used for experiment analysis. Precision values

are compared with linguistic patterns and it is proved that

the proposed approach outperforms LP. In [30], several

neural network architectures are discussed specifically for

spam opinions. It is also stated in this research work that

traditional machine learning techniques do not provide the

semantic information of reviews which is necessary for

deceptive spam opinions analysis. Experiments are con-

ducted using various neural network architectures such as

CNN, RNN, LSTM, and GRU. CNN outperforms other

models in terms of accuracy. It is due to the fact that CNN

can find complex and high-level features from opinions.

N-Gram model is used to extract information from review

text in [31]. The ensemble approach is used that combined

N-gram and CNN. Experiments are conducted on Yelp

dataset to analyse the performance of proposed approach.

The limitation of this approach is that several features of

reviews and reviewer behaviour are used for detection of

fake reviews. This increases the computational complexity.

In [24], various machine learning and deep learning models

are used for detection of fake reviews. CNN, LSTM, SVM,

and kNN models are used to evaluate the performance on

Yelp and Ott datasets. The limitations of this approach is

that single model is used for fake reviews detection and

there is scope of improvements in word embedding and

hyperparameter settings. Semi-supervised learning is used

to detect fake reviews in [32]. It is stated by authors that

labelled dataset can be an issue as accurate labels and

large-scale data is required. The optimization is required in

this approach to select features that can perform better in

less computational time.
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2.2 Fake reviews analysis using reviewer
behaviour

A graph-based approach is proposed to detect opinion spam

using entities in [33]. In this approach, weights are

assigned to entities based on their importance. Review

polarity strength, terms, rating deviation, reviews per day,

etc., are spam features discussed in this research. Accuracy,

Precision, Recall, and F-measure are used as an evaluation

metric for validating the proposed approach. Accuracy is

calculated using various features such as content-based,

behaviour-based, relation-based, and proposed features in

this research. Accuracy is improved using the proposed set

of features. In [9], authors have proposed an approach

based on singleton reviews. It is argued by authors that

very few research works have focused on reviewers who

have given only a single review. There can be the possi-

bility that reviewer can change username and submit spam

reviews. Text-based and semantic-based similarity is cal-

culated between reviews. Experiment analysis is conducted

on Yelp and Trustpilot datasets. Precision and F1 score are

improved by using proposed approach. In [34], autoen-

coder and neural random forest are used to detect spam

opinions. The reason for selecting these models is that

autoencoder can use unsupervised representations in fea-

tures and random forest is used to combine several decision

trees. Reviewer behaviour and review contents are used in

this research. The entropy of ratings, length of summary,

entropy of ratings timing, etc., are used as features. Pre-

cision, Recall, and F1-measure are used as evaluation

metric and Amazon review dataset is used for experiment

analysis. It is proved that better accuracy is provided by the

proposed approach as compared to existing approach.

However, complete review text is used for analysing

semantics which increases computational complexity. In

[35], 133 features from content and behaviour-based fea-

tures are extracted. It is mentioned that class imbalance

exists in datasets. This is resolved by using random sam-

pling. The accuracy is improved using sampling. However,

multiple classifiers are not deployed in this approach and

there is scope of improvement to achieve adequate accu-

racy on large datasets. The behaviours of reviewers are

used in [36] to detect fake reviews. Several identification

indicators such as Star User, Deviation Rate, Bias Rate,

Review Similarity Rate, Review Relevancy Rate, Content

Length, and Illustration are used. There is requirement of

using advanced neural network-based models to improve

the classification.

In Table 1, recent approaches of fake reviews detection

are analysed based on novelty, pros, cons, evaluation

metrics, and dataset. It is revealed from our analysis that in

existing research works, complete text reviews are used

which increases computational complexity. There is need

to reduce computational complexity. Furthermore, shallow

architectures are used for fake reviews detection, and there

is need to optimize neural network setup by using dropout,

effective feature selection, and hyperparameter tuning. In

existing research works, aspects are not given much focus.

In our proposed approach, only relevant features are

used which decreases computational complexity. The

complexity analysis is elaborated in Sect. 4. Furthermore,

traditional machine learning or deep learning models are

employed in most of recent approaches. In our proposed

approach, hybrid deep learning model is applied to utilize

CNN and LSTM advantages which is described in Sect. 4.

3 Background and preliminaries

3.1 Spam opinion detection

The users are main target for any organization [40].

Spammers target these users to promote their products.

Several research works have been carried out to detect

spam opinions [32, 41]. The broad categories are review-

based and reviewer behaviour-based. In review-based

approaches, NLP techniques are applied on text to check

fake reviews. Text replication, extreme polarity, rating

deviation, etc., are used by researchers extensively to

detect spam opinions. The difference in opinions and rat-

ings, max number of reviews, location, number of times of

reviews, etc., are employed by researchers. Graph-based

techniques are also used for spam opinions [33, 42]. In this

research work, several studies are surveyed extensively and

concluded that aspects are not used for spam opinions

detection.

Several researchers have proposed approaches to detect

spam opinions using deep learning. CNN, RNN, LSTM

models are deployed for spam opinions. Autoencoder is

combined with Random Forest for spam opinions in [34].

In [24], CNN, LSTM, and Multilayer perceptron is

employed on labelled as well as an unlabelled dataset.

3.2 Aspect extraction techniques

Various techniques are used for extracting aspects. N-gram

based, POS tagging-based, and deep learning-based tech-

niques are used for aspect extraction in existing approa-

ches. It is stated by several researchers that nouns/noun

phrases are used as aspects and adverbs/adjectives are used

as opinions. Deep learning-based techniques are used for

aspect extraction and it is analysed by researchers that it

provides better accuracy. In [13], seven-layer deep con-

volutional network is used to find that word is aspect or

non-aspect. Linguistic patterns are combined with neural
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networks to further improve the approach. Experiment

analysis proves that deep learning-based aspect extraction

technique outperforms existing state-of-the-art approaches.

3.3 LSTM

Neural network-based approaches works in more intelli-

gent manner as compared to traditional techniques [43].

Recurrent neural network (RNN) is used for time-series

based and text where terms are dependent on previous

terms. The drawback of RNN is that vanishing gradient

descent occurs. LSTM is deployed to overcome this limi-

tation. In LSTM, memory unit and forget gate exist which

provide long-term dependencies. Experiment analysis

proves that better accuracy is achieved using LSTM. Dif-

ferent components of LSTM are as follows.

(i) Cell State: In connected layers, content is saved in

cells.

ct ¼ Ft�ct�1 þ It � ct ð1Þ

where ct is current cell state and ct�1 is previous

cell state. Ft is forget state, and It is Input state.

(ii) Input Gate: Input to memory is filtered to remove

irrelevant data

Table 1 Summary of Fake reviews detection techniques

Approaches Technique used Dataset Evaluation

metrics

Pros Cons

[24] CNN, Multilayer Perceptron,

and LSTM are employed on

labelled and unlabelled

datasets for spam opinion

Yelp, Ott Accuracy Proposed approach

outperforms traditional

machine learning

approaches

Hybrid models are not used.

Training and testing of model

is done based on complete

review text

[33] Multi-iterative graph-based

opinion detection (MGSD)

approach is proposed which

considers various entities

into consideration for spam

opinions

Crowdsourced

and Ott

Accuracy Proposed approach achieved

adequate accuracy for

crowdsourced and Ott

dataset

Traditional graph processing

and machine learning

techniques are used. Graph

neural network and deep

learning models can improve

accuracy significantly. In

content-based features,

complete review text is used

[34] Autoencoder and random

forest model to detect spam

opinion

Amazon

reviews

Precision,

F-measure,

accuracy

Quality feature selection

method combined with

autoencoder and random

forest yields better

accuracy

Complete review text is used

for semantics which increases

computational complexity

[37] User and product level

semantic review

Mobile01

review,

YelpChi,

YelpNYC

and YelpZip

Precision Proposed approach achieved

10% improvement over

existing approaches on 4

real datasets

Computational complexity is

increased due to use of

complete review text

[29] Unsupervised learning –

clustering, review content-

based and behaviour-based

characteristics

Amazon

reviews

Precision,

F-score

The reputation score of

reviewer is computed by

using quality of reviews.

K-centre clustering

technique is used to detect

spammers

Amazon review dataset is used

and text of complete reviews

are analysed for quality

[38] Statistical analysis for

detecting manipulation in

reviews

Amazon

reviews

Coefficient,

median

Ratings deviation and

sentiments in content is

analysed

Labelled dataset is not used

and accuracy is not

calculated. The sentiment of

complete text review is used

[39] Vertical ensemble tri-training

and active learning for

detection of fake reviews in

unlabelled data

Ott, Amazon
reviews

Precision,

F-value

Proposed approach

outperforms AdaBoost,

Stacking Ensemble

technique

Traditional machine learning

techniques are compared.

Deep learning techniques

should be analysed and

compared. Complete review

text is used for fake reviews

analysis
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It ¼ rðWixxt þWiaht�1 þWicct�1 þ biÞ ð2Þ

where Wix is weight, xt is input. ht�1 is hidden

layer state and bi is bias.

(iii) Output Gate: This gate forwards only relevant

content

Ot ¼ rðWoxxt þWoaht�1 þWocct þ boÞ ð3Þ

where Wax is weight, xt is input. ht�1 is hidden

layer state and bo is bias.

(iv) Forget Gate: It is used to forget or reset cell’s

memory.

Ft ¼ r Wfxxt þWfaht�1 þWfcct�1 þ bf
� �

ð4Þ

where Wfx is weight, xt is input. ht�1 is hidden

layer state and bf is bias.

3.4 CNN

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is used for extracting

local structure. CNN is used by NLP researchers in

[44, 45]. In CNN, weight sharing, local filters, and pooling

are used [46, 47]. Convolution is combining two functions

to produce a new function. In CNN, feature map is con-

structed by convolution on input data and filtering it. Stride

size can be changed during filter move. Usually, stride size

is 1. Padding is used to prevent feature map from shrinking.

Max pooling is used with convolution layer to reduce the

dimensions. This decreases the computational time

required to process data. Various layers used in CNN are as

follows:

(i) Input Layer: Review text is represented as

Xi ¼ X1uX2uX3. . .::uXn ð5Þ

(ii) Convolutional Layer: In this layer, features are

generated using filter.

Oi ¼ f
Xn

i¼0

WiXi þ bi

 !

ð6Þ

where f is nonlinear activation function, Wi is

weight, Xi are inputs, and bi is bias.

(iii) Max-Pooling Layer: This layer selects the max

features

O
!¼ maxðoÞ ð7Þ

(iv) Softmax Layer: Feature vector z = [O1,O2,…..

On] are fed using softmax layer as

yi ¼ softmaxðWOþ bÞ ð8Þ

4 Proposed approach

In various existing techniques, review text replication is

used by spammers due to lack of knowledge of product or

organization. In our proposed approach, aspect replication

is used for detecting spam opinions instead of complete

text replication. As per our knowledge from exhaustive

literature review, aspect replication is not used for spam

opinions detection. Experiment analysis validates that

performance is improved significantly by our proposed

approach as compared to existing approaches. Spammers

do not have much experience about product or topic so

spammers change sentiments of aspects in spam opinions

as compared to original reviews. Aspect as a fine-grained

specification is very significant for finding review structure.

This is the reason that aspects are used for detecting spam

opinions in our proposed approach.

This approach is proposed because aspects are the most

significant part of review text. This significant part is

ignored by researchers in the past. Aspects were only used

for sentiment analysis but fine-grained analysis of aspects

and respective polarity is not leveraged for detection of

fake reviews. Further, our idea was to use hybrid neural

network model that can manage complex computations.

Our idea is superior to other methods because complete

text reviews are used for fake reviews detection in other

methods. Our idea is based on selecting the significant part

of review text, i.e. aspects. Long-term dependencies in

LSTM model also makes our idea superior to other

methods.

Complete text is optimized to {(xi,yi), (xj, yj)….} pair

where xi is used for aspects and yi is used for sentiments of

that particular aspect. These aspects and opinions create

bipartite graph which can be analysed for original and fake

reviews.

In Fig. 1, it is depicted that aspects and sentiments create

bipartite graph. This graph can be used to observe the

sentiments changed for particular aspects by spammers.

Our proposed approach is divided into different phases as

depicted in Fig. 2. The first phase includes pre-processing

of datasets. stopwords removal, stemming, lemmatization,

and POS tagging. Further, free and bounded morphemes

are converted into lower case for better accuracy. In the

second phase, aspects are extracted from text of reviews.

POS tagging is used to find nouns and noun phrases. In the

third phase, sentiments are extracted from reviews text only

for extracted aspects. The motive of extracting sentiments

is to find the polarity of these aspects. In the next phase,

aspects and polarity are fed into CNN and LSTM model to

learn aspects replication. The advantage of our approach is

that complete review text is not used for feature selection.

This saves a lot of computational time and moreover, the
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accuracy of deceptive opinion detection is better as com-

pared to state-of-the-art approaches.

In Fig. 3, neural architecture setup used in this research

work is depicted. Pre-processed data is fed for splitting data

into training and testing. CNN and LSTM model is con-

figured using dropout and Adam optimizer. Precision and

accuracy are calculated using sklearn library and charts are

plotted using matplotlib library.

Oi ¼
Xn

i¼0

wixi þ bi ð9Þ

Output is the combination of weight multiplied by input

data and adding bias as mentioned in Eqs. 9. Different

activation functions such as Sigmoid, tanh, and ReLU are

formulated in Eqs. 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

Sigmoid : f xð Þ ¼ 1

1þ e�x
ð10Þ

tanh : f xð Þ ¼ ex � e�x

ex þ e�x
ð11Þ

ReLU : f xð Þ ¼ maxð0; xÞ ð12Þ

In our proposed neural network model, ReLU activation

function is used. Sentiments are extracted based on specific

aspects only. This makes our approach very efficient as

compared to existing approaches in which the sentiments

of all POS tags are used. These sentiments are compared

with the copied reviews aspects sentiments.

In Fig. 4, the proposed approach using CNN and LSTM

is depicted. The aspects and respective opinions are

extracted from the complete review text. Extracted aspects

and opinions are sent to CNN for filtering and pooling

which provide aspects replication. The aspects replication

learning is finalized in LSTM to detect spam opinions.

Finally, fake reviews are analysed using different evalua-

tion metrics.

In CNN model, 32 filters with kernel size 393, stride 1

and ReLU activation function are used in first layer. Max

pooling layer with pool_size 2 and Dropout 0.25 is used. In

next layer, 64 filters are used with kernel size 393 and

ReLU activation function. After same dropout and max

pooling layer, 64 filters are used with kernel size 292 and

ReLU activation function. The replicated aspects are fed

into LSTM model with 50 memory units and dropout 0.25.

Softmax activation function is used in dense layer.

Binary_crossentropy is used as loss function and Adam

optimizer is used to improve accuracy.

In Algorithms 1 and 2, computational complexity is

calculated for existing approaches and proposed approach

respectively. The computational complexity of existing

approaches is very high because during analysing review

text replication, complete text of review Ri has to be

compared with complete text of R1…..k except i. If there are

n words in Ri and m words in Rj, total computational

complexity is O (m*n) and this process is to be iterated for

k number of reviews which increases computational com-

plexity to O(k*m*n). The computational complexity of our

proposed approach is very less as only relevant words from

text, i.e. aspects and respective sentiments, are to be

compared with corresponding aspects and sentiments of

other reviews. In our approach, computational complexity

of Ri is O(log2(n)) and to check other reviews R1…..k, the

computational complexity is O(log2(n)* log2(m)) and this

process is to be iterated for k number of review, and hence

total computational complexity is O(k* log2(n)* log2(m)).

This is evident from computational complexity analysis

that when a large number of reviews are to be analysed, our

proposed approach saves a lot of computational time.

Fig. 1 Bipartite graph for aspects and sentiments
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In Algorithm 1, complete review text R1…..k is input and

fake/genuine review is output. Threshold is calculated

based on average of total terms in reviews. Threshold value

is set to 50% of average value. Text replication is calcu-

lated using n terms in review Ri and m words in Rj. The

review is considered as fake if replication count is above

threshold and genuine if count is less than threshold. In

Algorithm 2, aspects and sentiments of reviews R1…..k are

input and fake/genuine review is output. Threshold is set to

50% of average of aspects in reviews. The aspects xi and

sentiments yi of review Ri are compared with aspects xj and

sentiments yj of review Rj. If aspect replication count is

above threshold, it is considered as fake and if count is less

than threshold, it is considered as genuine.

In this section, the proposed approach is elaborated with

architecture, flow diagram, and computational complexity

analysis. The main challenge of our proposed approach is

that it is completely dependent on aspect replication and

respective polarity. If spammers use advanced techniques

such as multi-word expression, phrase structure, and

reviews without any aspects, then this approach will not

perform well. This issue will be resolved definitely in our

future research work that will cover various sentiments and

Fig. 2 Flow diagram of

proposed approach
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word sense disambiguation approaches to deal with

advanced techniques. The next challenge is that if spam-

mers use code-mix languages such as English mixed with

Hindi, French, and German, then there will be modifica-

tions required in our proposed approach. Further embed-

ding and context can be improved by using BERT, GRU,

and Graph-neural network approaches. In the next section,

experiment setup and results are discussed.

5 Dataset

In the proposed approach, datasets are required which

contain truthful and deceptive reviews. Our proposed

approach is compared with existing approaches by

observing the difference between employing complete

review text and aspects-sentiments from these reviews. Ott

dataset1 and Yelp dataset2 are the most relevant dataset for

experiment analysis. Therefore, Ott Dataset [25] is used

which contains 1600 reviews with 800 truthful and 800

deceptive reviews. The statistics shows that Ott dataset is

completely balanced. Experiments are also conducted on

Yelp filter dataset. Yelp dataset [26] contains truthful and

deceptive reviews of the restaurant. In Yelp dataset, 58517

total reviews, 50149 truthful reviews, and 8368 deceptive

reviews are available. Only 14.3% reviews are deceptive.

This clearly reflects that dataset is imbalanced. Only robust

approach is able to perform accurate computation. Our

Fig. 3 Neural network

architecture setup

1 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/rtatman/deceptive-opinion-spam-

corpus.
2 https://www.yelp.com/.
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proposed approach performs adequately on this dataset. In

Tables 2 and 3, Ott and Yelp datasets statistics are elabo-

rated. The data sample sizes of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%

are used for evaluating performance for different training

and testing data size. In each sample, dataset is divided into

80:20 for training and testing purpose. It is proved in Sect.

6.2 that as size increases for training and testing, perfor-

mance improves. The reason for the improvement is that

more number of features are available for training which

enhances fake reviews detection accuracy.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of proposed approach

Table 2 Ott dataset statistics
Reviews Values

Total reviews 1600

Truthful reviews 800

Deceptive reviews 800

Table 3 Yelp filter restaurant

dataset statistics
Reviews Values

Total reviews 58,517

Truthful reviews 50,149

Deceptive reviews

%Deceptive

8368

14.3%
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6 Experiment analysis

In experiment analysis, pre-processing of reviews such as

stop words removal, stemming, lemmatization, tokeniza-

tion, and POS tagging is implemented to filter data. NLTK

library is used to implement pre-processing. Dataset

statistics, experiment setup, and evaluation metrics are

described in the following subsections.

6.1 Experiment setup

NLTK library is used for stemming, tokenization, regular

expression, stop words removal, and pre-processing. Pan-

das 1.2.3, Keras 2.3.0 and Numpy 1.20.1 libraries are used

for creating deep learning model. Experiments are con-

ducted on Google Colab GPU. WordNet, Stopwords, and

SentiWordNet corpus are used for pre-processing. POS

tagger is used to find tags in reviews. CountVectorizer, TF/

IDF and Snowballstemmer are used. Glove text is used for

embedding. 40 Epochs are used to validate the accuracy of

proposed approach.

Table 4 Genuine and fake

reviews evaluation matrix
Matrix for genuine and fake reviews Predicted review

Fake Genuine

Actual review

Fake True negative False positive

Genuine False negative True positive

Table 5 Comparative analysis

of accuracy for proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Ott dataset

Data sample size (Chen, Zhao, & Yang, 2015) [48] (Shahariar et al., 2019) [24] Proposed approach

20 81.4 91.2 92.3

40 84.3 92.3 93.7

60 87.2 93 94.1

80 91.1 94.1 95.5

Fig. 5 Accuracy of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Ott dataset

Table 6 Comparative analysis

of accuracy for proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Yelp dataset

Data sample size (Jia et al., 2018) [49] (Ruan et al., 2020) [11] Proposed approach

20 78.8 80.1 85.3

40 79.3 81.3 87.7

60 80.5 82.1 88.1

80 81.2 84.4 89.5
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Fig. 6 Accuracy of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Yelp filter

dataset

Table 7 Comparative analysis of precision for proposed approach and

existing approaches on Yelp dataset

Data sample size MLP NB ELM Proposed approach

20 73.2 78.8 82.5 86.3

40 73.7 79.3 83.9 87.2

60 74.2 80.5 84.5 87.9

80 74.7 81.2 84.8 88.7

Fig. 7 Precision of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Yelp filter

dataset

Table 8 Comparative analysis of precision for proposed approach and

existing approaches on Ott dataset

Data sample size MLP NB ELM Proposed approach

20 73.1 73.5 82.3 85.3

40 73.7 73.9 82.9 87.7

60 74.1 74.5 83.5 88.1

80 74.5 74.8 84.1 89.5
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In Table 4, genuine and fake reviews evaluation matrix

is elaborated. If actual review is ‘Fake’ and predicted

review after the proposed approach is also ‘Fake’, it is

assigned as ‘True Negative’ and if it is predicted as

‘Genuine’, it is assigned as ‘False Positive’. If the actual

review is ‘Genuine’ and predicted review after proposed

approach is ‘Fake’, it is assigned as ‘False Negative’ and if

it is predicted as ‘Genuine’, it is assigned as ‘True

Positive’.

The proposed approach is validated using various eval-

uation metrics such as Precision, F-measure, and Accuracy

which are described as follows.

Fig. 8 Precision of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Ott dataset

Table 9 Comparative analysis of F-measure for proposed approach

and existing approaches on Yelp dataset

Data sample size MLP NB ELM Proposed approach

20 72.7 74.1 81.9 85.8

40 73.1 74.7 82.3 86.2

60 73.8 75.1 82.8 86.8

80 74.2 75.7 83.3 87.2

Fig. 9 F-measure of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Yelp filter

dataset

Table 10 Comparative analysis of F-measure for proposed approach

and existing approaches on Ott dataset

Data sample size MLP NB ELM Proposed approach

20 72.2 73.9 81.5 85.3

40 72.8 74.5 82.0 85.9

60 73.1 74.9 82.5 86.5

80 73.7 75.5 82.9 87.0
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Precision: It measures the number of positive labelled

predicted which are in actual positive class.

Precision ¼ True positive ðTPÞ
True positive TPð Þ þ False positive ðFPÞ

ð13Þ

F-Measure: Harmonic mean of precision and recall is

calculated in F-measure. It is used to balance values of

precision and recall.

F � measure ¼ 2 � precision � recall
Precisionþ Recall

ð14Þ

Accuracy: Accuracy is the ratio of the number of pre-

dictions that are correct to total predictions.

Accuracy ¼ TPþ TN

TPþ TN þ FPþ FN
ð15Þ

6.2 Results and discussion

Our proposed approach is compared with existing

approaches to evaluate Precision, F-measure, and Accu-

racy. In [48], deep-level linguistic features are used which

are derived from parser. Deep learning models are used in

[24] for spam opinion. In Table 5, the proposed approach is

compared with existing approaches on Ott dataset. It is

clear that accuracy is better as compared to existing

approaches. The reason for better performance of the

proposed approach is that hybrid model is efficiently uti-

lized and the most significant part of review, i.e. aspect and

sentiments, is used effectively.

In Fig. 5, the accuracy of proposed approach and

existing approaches is depicted for better understanding of

readers.

Our proposed approach is also compared with existing

approaches using Yelp Filter dataset. In [11], geolocation is

used for fake reviews analysis. LSTM is combined with

AdaBoost model for fake reviews detection in this

approach. In [49], LDA and multi-layer perceptron are

combined to evaluate accuracy on Yelp filter dataset. In

Table 6, the accuracy of proposed approach is compared

with existing approaches.

In Fig.6, accuracy on Yelp filter dataset is depicted. It is

clear that our proposed approach outperforms existing

approaches.

In experiment analysis, Precision and F-measure is also

compared with existing approaches. In [50], ensemble

learning module (ELM) is used for selected features

extracted from datasets. Furthermore, our approach is

compared with multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and Naı̈ve

Bayes (NB). Precision and F-measure of our proposed

approach is better than MLP and NB as single classifier

provide inconsistent performance on low-level features.

Further, our approach also outperforms ELM as traditional

classifiers such as J48, support vector machine (SVM), and

linear regression are used in ELM which have limited

capability in complex feature selection and extraction.

In Table 7 and Fig. 7, it is clearly observed that preci-

sion of proposed approach is better as compared to existing

approaches on Yelp dataset.

The Precision of proposed approach is better as depicted

in Table 8 and Fig. 8. Experiment analysis using various

evaluation metrics has proved that our proposed approach

based on aspect extraction and replication outperforms

existing approaches. F-measure is also calculated to vali-

date the effectiveness of our proposed approach.

In Table 9 and Fig. 9, F-measure of our proposed

approach is compared with recent approaches on Yelp

Fig. 10 F-measure of proposed

approach and existing

approaches on Ott dataset
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dataset. In Table 10 and Fig. 10, F-measure is compared on

Ott dataset. It is revealed from experiment analysis that our

aspect extraction and replication-based approach outper-

forms recent approaches.

7 Conclusion and future directions

In this proposed work, an efficient approach is designed

and evaluated for fake review detection. It uses aspects

instead of complete detailed review text for analysis.

Spammer replicates the aspects and changes the sentiments

of aspects in their fake reviews. Therefore, sentiments of

aspects are computed using POS tagging and Senti-

WordNet. Thus such extracted aspects are fed into CNN

and LSTM hybrid model for aspect replication and fake

review detection. This approach of using essential part of

reviews, i.e. aspects to train CNN and LSTM hybrid model,

saves the computational time and offers better accuracy

than peer compared approaches. Ott and Yelp filter datasets

are used to compute precision and accuracy. The compu-

tational efficiency is found to be of order of O(k* log2(n)*

log2(m)), which is better than the peer compared approa-

ches. Further, proposed approach is compared with MLP,

NB, and ELM techniques using Precision and F-measure.

Experiment analysis validates that the proposed approach

outperforms peer competing techniques. The proposed

approach achieves accuracy 92.3%, 93.7%, 94.1%, and

95.5% using sample size 20, 40, 60, and 80, respectively,

on Ott dataset. Further, accuracy 85.3%, 87.7%, 88.1%,

and 89.5% is achieved using sample size 20, 40, 60, and

80, respectively, on Yelp dataset. Precision 86.3, 87.2,

87.9, and 88.7 is achieved using sample size 20, 40, 60,

and 80, respectively, on Yelp dataset. F-measure 85.8,

86.2, 86.8, and 87.2 on Yelp dataset, and 85.3, 85.9, 86.5,

and 87.0 on Ott dataset is achieved using sample size 20,

40, 60, and 80, respectively. However, if code mix, i.e. use

of country-specific languages such as Hindi, French, Ger-

man, Russian, and Arabic, are used in any fake review,

then to detect such fake reviews some more robust datasets

are need of future to improve on accuracy. In future, this

approach can be applied on BERT or graph neural network

to compare accuracy.
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